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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company is running a two-tier ecommerce application in one
AWS account. The web server is deployed using an Amazon RDS for
MySQL Multi-AZ DB instance. A Developer mistakenly deleted the
database in the production environment. The database has been
restored, but this resulted in hours of downtime and lost
revenue.
Which combination of changes in existing IAM policies should a
Database Specialist make to prevent an error like this from
happening in the future? (Choose three.)
A. Use AccessList Controls policy type to restrict users for

database instance deletion
B. Allow all users to restore a database from a backup that
will reduce the overall downtime to restore thedatabase
C. Enable AWS CloudTrail logging and Enhanced Monitoring
D. Use policy conditions to restrict access to selective IP
addresses
E. Enable multi-factor authentication for sensitive operations
to access sensitive resources and APIoperations
F. Grant least privilege to groups, users, and roles
Answer: D,E,F

NEW QUESTION: 2
What are the main tasks to generate search engine optimization
(SEO) pages for a Recruiting Marketing implementation? There
are 3 correct answers to this question.
A. Create the SEO template in command center
B. Activate the SEO pages in Career Site Builder
C. Select the Site Segments in Command Center
D. Click on View All Jobs to generate the SEO pages in the
career site
E. Enter the SEO copy in Command Center
Answer: A,B,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are working with a healthcare company that is interested in
replacing all the backend storage for their PACS system.
In general, how should the solution be presented to the
customer?
A. Isilon NL-Series nodes for image cache and image archive
B. Isilon A-Series nodes for image cache; Isilon NL-Series
nodes for image archive
C. VNX for image cache; Isilon NL-Series nodes for image
archive
D. VNX for image cache and image archive
Answer: C
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